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Abstract. In high performance computing (HPC), the tasks of com-
plex applications have to be assigned to the compute nodes of hetero-
geneous HPC platforms in such a way that the total execution time is
minimized. Common approaches, such as task scheduling methods, usu-
ally base their decisions on task runtimes that are predicted by cost
models. A high accuracy and reliability of these models is crucial for
achieving low execution times for all tasks. The individual runtimes of
concurrently executed tasks are often affected by contention for hard-
ware resources, such as communication networks, the main memory, or
hard disks. However, existing cost models usually ignore the effects of
resource contention, thus leading to large deviations between predicted
and measured runtimes. In this article, we present a resource contention
aware cost model for the execution of multiprocessor tasks on heteroge-
neous platforms. The integration of the proposed model into two task
scheduling methods is described. The cost model is validated in isolation
as well as within the utilized scheduling methods. Performance results
with different benchmark tasks and with tasks of a complex simulation
application are shown to demonstrate the performance improvements
achieved by taking the effects of resource contention into account.

Keywords: Resource contention, Multiprocessor tasks, Heterogeneous
platforms, Scheduling methods, Distributed simulations

1 Introduction

Reducing the overall execution time of compute-intensive applications is a major
concern in high performance computing (HPC). The efficient utilization of the
available HPC resources represents a key aspect for achieving such reductions of
execution times. Complex applications in the area of scientific and engineering
simulations usually consist of separated tasks that can be distributed among the
compute nodes of a HPC platform. Thus, the goal is to find a distribution that
minimizes the execution time of the whole application. This problem is usually
solved by applying task scheduling methods. Sequential tasks are assigned to
exactly one processor of a compute node. Multiprocessor tasks can be executed
in parallel itself to reduce their individual execution times by using more than
one processor. Thus, for distributing multiprocessor tasks on HPC platforms, not
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only the particular compute node but also the number of processors to be used on
this node has to be determined for each task. The resulting distribution problem
becomes increasingly complex, thus requiring dedicated scheduling methods.

Task scheduling methods usually base their decisions for distributing the
tasks on predictions of the execution times of the tasks. These predictions can
be determined with cost models that model the specific execution times of the
tasks on the hardware platform to be utilized. For multiprocessor tasks, the cost
model also has to include the number of processors employed. Thus, cost models
from parallel computing, such as PRAM [9], BSP [11], or LogP [4], might be
used. However, since these models abstract from many details of the compute
systems, there can be large differences between modeled and measured execution
times. These differences lead to improper decisions for scheduling the single tasks
and, thus, might deteriorate the overall execution time of all tasks. Keeping these
difference as small as possible is therefore an important goal for achieving an
efficient execution of multiprocessor tasks on HPC platforms.

Heterogeneous platforms consist of a variety of compute nodes with different
computational properties. Existing cost models for heterogeneous platforms take
these properties into account, for example, by including different computational
speeds of compute nodes. However, the influence of tasks on each other when
being executed concurrently on the same node is currently not included in these
models. For example, tasks that are executed concurrently on different processors
of a compute node can utilize the same hardware resources (e. g., communication
network, main memory, or hard disk). The access to these hardware resources
has to be shared and might increase execution times due to resource contention.

In this article, we present a resource contention aware cost model for the exe-
cution of multiprocessor tasks on heterogeneous platforms. The proposed model
considers the effects of resource contention, especially due to hard disk and main
memory accesses. The integration of the cost model into two scheduling methods
for multiprocessor tasks is described. Experiments with different types of tasks
on a heterogeneous compute cluster are performed. This includes benchmark
tasks with intensive hard disk and main memory accesses. Simulation tasks of a
complex application for optimizing lightweight structures are used to represent
tasks with accesses to various hardware resources.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 defines a scheduling problem for multiprocessor tasks and describes the
modeling of the task execution times. Section 4 presents a resource contention
aware cost model for multiprocessor tasks on heterogeneous platforms. Section 5
describes the integration of the cost model into different task scheduling methods.
Section 6 presents experimental results and Section 7 concludes the article.

2 Related Work

Resource contention is mainly considered in the area of thread scheduling for
operating systems [14]. Contention for accessing the main memory is integrated
into the scheduling, for example, based on memory request rates [12] or cache
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miss rates [8]. The measured rates are used to prioritize or group applications to
achieve a balanced utilization of memory resources. The measurement approach
might also be used to estimate the effects of resource contention for tasks. How-
ever, the scheduling approach is not suitable if all tasks exhibit the same memory
behavior, such as simulation tasks that execute the same application program.

For task scheduling, contention for communication resources is usually con-
sidered. For example, in [10], a model for communication contention is proposed
that improves the accuracy of predicted execution times. The integration into
scheduling methods is based on task duplication to avoid interprocessor commu-
nication and, thus, cannot directly be applied to contention of other hardware
resources. Only few works consider contention for other resources. In [2], a con-
tention aware scheduling algorithm for heterogeneous platforms is proposed, but
in the context of achieving fault-tolerance by replicating tasks. In [13], the sys-
tem resources required by tasks are modeled in order to constrain the number
of tasks running concurrently. A reduction of the execution time was achieved
for tasks that perform memory or file accesses. However, the approach requires
that the system resources required by a task are specified manually with user
annotations within the program code.

3 Multiprocessor Tasks and Heterogeneous Platforms

The efficient execution of multiprocessor tasks on heterogeneous platforms can
be described as a scheduling problem. In the following, the scheduling of multi-
processor tasks and the modeling of the task runtimes is described.

3.1 Scheduling of Multiprocessor Tasks

The considered problem comprises nT multiprocessor tasks T1,. . . ,TnT
. The term

multiprocessor task describes a task that can be executed on an arbitrary num-
ber of processor cores. It is assumed that all tasks are independent from each
other and that the number of utilized cores is fixed during the task execution.
The execution of each multiprocessor task is non-preemptive, i. e. it can not be
interrupted. For each task Ti, i = 1, . . . , nT , ti,j(p) denotes its parallel execution
time on p cores of a compute node Nj , j ∈ {1, . . . , nN}. The modeling of the
parallel execution time ti,j(p) is described in the following subsection.

The considered heterogeneous HPC platform consists of nN compute nodes
N1, . . . , NnN

, each having a different computational speed. For each node Nj ,
j ∈ {1, . . . , nN}, its number of processor cores pj and a performance factor fj
are given. The performance factor fj describes the computational speed of the
compute node Nj and is defined as the ratio between the sequential execution
time of a task on a reference node Nr and the compute node Nj . Since the
reference node is also used for the runtime modeling of the multiprocessor tasks,
the compute node with the highest number of cores is used as reference node.
It is assumed that each multiprocessor task can only be executed on a single
node (e. g., OpenMP-based codes) and that each core can execute only one task
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at a time. Thus, each multiprocessor task might be executed on 1 to pj cores
of a node Nj , j ∈ {1, . . . , nN}. Depending on the number of utilized cores of a
compute node, several tasks can be executed on a node at the same time.

The result of the scheduling is a schedule, which defines an assignment of the
tasks Ti, i = 1, . . . , nT , to the compute nodes Nj , j = 1, . . . , nN . A schedule S
includes for each task Ti, i ∈ {1, . . . , nT }, the information about the compute
node and the number of cores to be utilized as well as the estimated start time si
and finish time ei. The total execution time Tmax(S) of a schedule S is defined as
the difference between the earliest start time and latest finish time of all tasks.
By assuming that the task execution starts at time 0, the total execution time
corresponds to the latest finish time of all tasks, i. e. Tmax(S) = max

i=1,...,nT

ei. The

goal is to determine a schedule S such that Tmax(S) is as small as possible.

3.2 Runtime Modeling of Multiprocessor Tasks

Scheduling methods usually base their decisions on predictions of the execution
times of the single task. A high accuracy and reliability of these predictions
is required for achieving schedules with a lower total execution time. These
predictions can, for example, be calculated regarding to a specific cost model
or determined by benchmark measurements. Existing cost models for parallel
programming, such as PRAM [9], BSP [11], or LogP [4], are not suitable for the
considered scheduling of multiprocessor tasks. The PRAM model, for example,
assumes a single shared memory with uniform access by each processor and, thus,
heterogeneous platforms with distributed memory are not covered. Furthermore,
all of the models calculate the cost of a parallel program based on its program
structure and, thus, can not be used if this structure is unknown. In [1], a cost
model is presented that uses the amount of work of each task in combination
with the relative speed of each compute node. Since this model is designed for
the execution of sequential tasks on multiprocessor architectures supported by
accelerators, it is not suitable for the scheduling problem described above.

Since the program structures of the considered multiprocessor tasks are un-
known, we use the following general runtime formula to model the execution time
ti,j of each task Ti, i ∈ {1, . . . , nT }, on a compute node Nj , j ∈ {1, . . . , nN} de-
pending on the employed number of processor cores p:

ti,j(p) = fj · (ai/p + bi + ci · log p) (1)

The parameter fj denotes the performance factor of node Nj to account for
the different computational speeds. The remaining part of Eq. (1) models the
execution time of task Ti on the reference node. This part consists of a paral-
lel computation time ai that decreases linearly with the number of cores p, a
constant sequential computation time bi, and a parallelization overhead ci that
increases logarithmically with the number of cores p (e. g., for synchronization
or communication). These components were chosen such that the runtime be-
havior of common parallel algorithms is covered. The parameters ai, bi, and ci
of a task Ti are determined through a least squares fit of the execution times
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measured on the reference node with different numbers of cores. In practice,
these measurements have to be performed only for tasks with differing execution
times.

4 A Resource Contention Aware Cost Model

Shared access to hardware resources can lead to increased execution times of
tasks executed concurrently. In the following, a new resource contention aware
cost model for predicting the execution time of such tasks is developed.

4.1 Measuring the Effects of Resource Contention

Since resource contention results from shared access to hardware resources, the
specific effects on the execution time may depend on the type and number of
tasks executed as well as on the hardware utilized. To investigate these effects, we
consider three types of tasks. The specific data sizes of the tasks where chosen,
such that effects due to data caching are avoided.

I/O bound: The hdWrite tasks are used to investigate resource contention due
to concurrent hard disk accesses. Each task consists of writing data of size
300 MB to a file on the local hard disk. The parallel implementation as
a multiprocessor task is based on MPI where each MPI process writes an
equally sized part of the entire file using the function MPI File write.

Memory bound: The memWrite tasks are used to investigate resource con-
tention for the memory bandwidth due to concurrent main memory accesses.
Each task consists of writing random integers of size 12 GB to the main mem-
ory. The parallel implementation as a multiprocessor task is based on MPI,
where each MPI process writes an equally sized share of the entire data.

Compute bound: Numerical simulations based on a Finite Element Method
(FEM) code [3] are used as compute-intensive tasks. During the numerical
optimization of lightweight structures, a large number of structure simula-
tions for varied sets of manufacturing parameters have to be performed [5].
Each simulation applies a preconditioned conjugate gradient method on very
large but sparse matrices. The FEM code is parallelized with OpenMP, thus
leading to multiprocessor tasks that can be executed in parallel on a single
compute node.

Figure 1 shows the sequential execution times for the different types of tasks
depending on the number concurrently executed tasks on the same compute
node. Each measurement is performed 5 times using the compute node ws1 with
a total number of 12 cores (see Sect. 6.1). The results show that for each type of
tasks, the execution times increase almost linearly with an increasing number of
concurrently executed tasks. However, the slopes of the curves are different for
each type of task. Further measurements have shown that the slope also differs
for the same type of task between different compute nodes. These observations
imply that the effects of resource contention depend on the type of the tasks,
the number of concurrently executed tasks, and the compute node.
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Fig. 1. Measured sequential runtime of different types of tasks on compute node ws1.

4.2 Runtime Modeling with Resource Contention

The effects of resource contention on the execution time of tasks is modeled sep-
arately for each type of task. For a fixed type of task, we introduce a contention
factor cj for each compute node Nj , j ∈ {1, . . . , nN}. This factor represents the
linear slope of the sequential execution times that occurs for executing the tasks
concurrently on the compute node Nj . The contention factors are determined
by benchmark measurements as described in the previous subsection. Thus, the
contention factor captures the entire effects of resource contention due to various
hardware resources that may be utilized by a specific type of tasks.

To predict the impact of resource contention on the runtime of a task, the
number of concurrently executed tasks on the same compute node has to be
known. A task Tk, k ∈ {1, . . . , nT } is executed concurrently to a task Ti, i ∈
{1, . . . , nT }, i 6= k, if the start time sk of task Tk is smaller than the finish time
ei of task Ti and the finish time ek of task Tk is larger than the start time si of
task Ti. The period of time during which the two tasks Tk and Ti are executed
concurrently lasts from their latest start time to their earliest finish time, i. e.
min(ek, ei)−max(sk, si). During this time, the two tasks content for resources.

Let Ki,j denote the set of tasks that are executed concurrently to a task Ti,
i ∈ {1, . . . , nT }, on the compute node Nj , j ∈ {1, . . . , nN}. To include the effects
of resource contention into the prediction of the execution time of the task Ti,
its predicted runtime ti,j(p) (see Sect. 3.2) is increased by the additional time
during which the task Ti is executed concurrently with the tasks Tk ∈ Ki,j . The
specific time increase is calculated with the contention factor cj for the type of
tasks on compute node Nj . Thus, the contention aware execution time t̂i,j(p) of
task Ti executed on compute node Nj with p cores is modeled as follows:

t̂i,j(p) = ti,j(p) + cj ·
∑

Tk∈Ki,j

(min(ek, ei)−max(sk, si)) (2)
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Table 1. Difference between measured and predicted execution times without and with
resource contention depending on the type and number of tasks on compute node ws1.

Type of tasks hdWrite memWrite FEM

Number of tasks 10 50 100 10 50 100 10 50 100

Difference
[percent]

without contention 44.25 25.1 32.01 4.32 2.51 3.02 2.5 2.95 4.35

with contention 4.92 5.8 2.6 3.2 1.67 2.2 0.07 0.86 2.13

4.3 Validation of the Runtime Modeling

In order to validate the accuracy of the proposed runtime modeling, several
benchmark measurements have been performed for each of the three considered
types of tasks, i. e. hdWrite, memWrite, and FEM. For each measurement a
specific number of tasks (i. e., 10, 50, or 100) is executed on the compute node
ws1. The number of cores p utilized by each multiprocessor task is chosen between
1 and 6 and each task is started as soon as the chosen number of cores was
available. The total execution time of all tasks is measured and the difference
to the prediction without resource contention according to Eq. (1) and with
resource contention according to Eq. (2) is determined.

Table 1 shows the differences between measured and predicted execution
times depending on the type and the number of tasks. For all types and num-
bers of tasks, the contention aware cost model leads to smaller differences in
comparison to the cost model that neglects the effects resource contention. More
exactly, the difference between measured and predicted execution times is always
smaller than 6% with the contention aware cost model. The biggest improve-
ment is achieved for the hdWrite tasks, where the difference without resource
contention is up to about 45%. This corresponds to the previous results shown
in Fig. 1, where a significant increase of the runtime was observed. However,
even for the memWrite and FEM tasks, the contention aware cost model leads
to better predictions of the execution times.

5 Resource Contention Aware Scheduling Methods

The contention aware cost model presented in the previous section has been inte-
grated into two task scheduling methods. In the following, the two task schedul-
ing methods and the necessary adaptions for the integration are described.

5.1 Task parallel execution

The task parallel scheduling scheme (TaskP) presented in [7] is a list scheduling
algorithm that assigns each task to exactly one core (i. e., executed sequentially).
All tasks are sorted in descending order based on their sequential runtimes. The
algorithm iterates over the ordered tasks and selects one core to be utilized. The
current task is then assigned to the core that provides the earliest finish.
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1 total execution time limit m̂ =
∑nT

i=1
ti,r(1)/

∑nN

j=1
pjfj for reference node r

2 repeat
3 potential limits L = ∅
4 clear all assignments of tasks to nodes
5 for task Ti, i = 1, . . . , nT , in descending order of ti,r(1) do
6 for node Nj, j ∈ {1, . . . , nN} and cores p = 1, . . . , pj do
7 select start time si such that p cores of node Nj are free
8 calculate finish time ei = si + ti,j(p)
9 add finish time ei to the set of potential limits L

10 if ei ≤ m̂ then assign Ti to p cores of Nj and quit the for-loop

11 if task Ti was not assigned then set m̂ to the smallest finish time
calculated for task Ti and quit the for-loop if restart(i) returns true

12 until all task are assigned
13 repeat
14 total execution time limit m̂ = median of all potential limits L
15 clear all assignments of tasks to nodes
16 for task Ti, i = 1, . . . , nT , in descending order of ti,r(1) do
17 for node Nj, j ∈ {1, . . . , nN} and cores p = 1, . . . , pj do
18 select start time si such that p cores of node Nj are free
19 calculate finish time ei = si + ti,j(p)
20 if ei ≤ m̂ then assign Ti to p cores of Nj and quit the for-loop

21 if all task are assigned then remove all values greater than m̂ from L
22 else remove all values less than m̂ from L

23 until |L| ≤ 1

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of the Water-Level-Search method.

5.2 Water-Level-Search method

In [6], a heuristic method for scheduling parallel tasks onto heterogeneous com-
pute resources called Water-Level-Search (WLS) is proposed. Figure 2 shows
the pseudocode of this method. The method uses a limit m̂ for the predicted
total execution time that must not be exceeded by the finish time of any task.
An initial guess for this limit is based on the sequential runtimes of the tasks and
the total compute capacity of all nodes (line 1). Afterwards, the WLS method
performs a search for a better smaller limit that still allows to finish all tasks.

The search for a better limit consists of two phases (lines 2–12 and lines 13–
23). In each phase, the current limit m̂ is used to determine an assignment
of tasks to nodes and cores (lines 5–11 and lines 16–20). The assignment is
determined by iterating over the tasks in descending order based on their se-
quential runtimes and for each tasks Ti, i ∈ {1, . . . , nT }, all compute nodes Nj ,
j = 1, . . . , nN , and their numbers of cores pj are tested. This test consists of
selecting a possible start time si and calculating the corresponding finish time
ei with the runtime formula ti,j(p) (lines 7–8 and lines 18–19). If the finish time
ei is valid for the current limit m̂, then the task is assigned to the selected node
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and cores and then the next task is tested. Otherwise, the limit m̂ is adapted
and the assignment of tasks is restarted for all tasks. In the first phase, the limit
is only increased and a set of potential limits L is created. In the second phase, a
binary search among the potential limits in L is performed by repeatedly using
the median of L as the current limit m̂ (line 14) and adapting L accordingly
(lines 21–22). The last value of L is the smallest limit m̂ that was found and the
corresponding assignment of tasks to nodes and cores is the determined schedule.

Determining an assignment in each phase depends linearly on the number of
tasks nT , the number of nodes nN , and the highest number of cores of a node pr.
Restarting the assignment in the first phase is limited to at most log nT times
with a the restart function (line 11). The size of L depends linear on the number
of tasks nT , such that the binary search in the second phase requires O(log nT )
steps. Thus, the overall complexity of the method is O(log nT · nT · nN · pr).

5.3 Integration of the Contention Aware Cost Model

Both methods use the runtime formula of ti,j(p) in Eq. (1) to predict the ex-
ecution time of a task Ti, i ∈ {1, . . . , nT }, executed on compute node Nj ,
j ∈ {1, . . . , nN} with p cores. To integrate the contention aware cost model de-
scribed in Sect. 4, each occurrence of this usage is replaced by the new formula
of t̂i,j(p) in Eq. (2). Additionally, both methods use a list scheduling approach
where tasks are assigned gradually to the compute resources. Thus, the number
of tasks that are executed concurrently to a specific task that was already sched-
uled can increase during the scheduling. Since the contention aware cost model
depends on this number, the start and finish time of an already scheduled task is
recalculated whenever another task is assigned to the same compute node with
an overlapping period of time.

For the WLS method, changing the finish times of tasks afterwards may
lead to problems. For example, if the finish time of a task increases due to
resource contention, then it might exceed the limit m̂ that was used when the
assignment of this task was determined. However, such a behavior conflicts with
the assumption that a valid limit m̂ allows to finish the execution of all tasks.
To avoid such situations, the prediction of the finish time of a specific task uses
always the maximum number of tasks that might be executed concurrently based
on the number of currently available cores of the compute node.

6 Experimental Results

The proposed resource contention aware cost model has been integrated into the
scheduling methods described in Sect. 5. The following experimental results com-
pare the methods without and with the resource contention aware cost model.

6.1 Experimental Setup

The compute nodes of the heterogeneous compute cluster used for the measure-
ments are listed in Table 2. The scheduling methods described in Sect. 5 have
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Table 2. List of nodes of the utilized heterogeneous compute cluster.

Nodes Processors #Nodes×#processors×#cores total RAM GHz

sb1 Intel Xeon E5-2650 1× 2× 8 60 GB 2.00
ws1,. . . ,ws5 Intel Xeon X5650 5× 2× 6 32 GB 2.66
cs1,cs2 Intel Xeon E5345 2× 2× 4 16 GB 2.33

been implemented in Python. A Python script running on a separate node per-
forms the execution of the tasks on the compute nodes via SSH connections.
Each measurement is performed 5 times and the average values are shown.

6.2 Performance Results with Benchmark and Simulation Tasks

The task parallel scheduling (TaskP) and the Water-Level-Search method
(WLS) without resource contention and with resource contention (i. e., TaskP-
RC and WLS-RC) have been used to schedule the execution of different types
of tasks. Figure 3 (top) shows the measured total runtimes for executing the
hdWrite tasks (left) and the memWrite tasks (right) according to the determined
schedules depending on the number of tasks. Up to 24 tasks of the corresponding
type are executed on the compute nodes ws1 and ws2 with a total number of
24 cores. Using the contention aware scheduling methods leads to a significant
reduction of the total runtimes with the hdWrite tasks. The biggest differences
up to about 60% of the total runtime are achieved for the task parallel scheduling
method (i. e., TaskP and TaskP-RC). With the contention aware cost model,
both scheduling methods (i. e., TaskP-RC and WLS-RC) lead to about the
same results. This behavior can mainly be attributed to the hardware resources
utilized by the hdWrite tasks. The hard disk accesses are usually limited by the
corresponding hard disk devices, thus leading to high contention for concurrent
accesses and low benefits from parallelization. In comparison, the benefits of the
contention aware cost model for the memWrite tasks are smaller. This behavior
corresponds to the results shown in Fig. 1, where the effect of resource contention
was also smaller for the memWrite tasks. However, there are still improvements
of the total runtime for both contention aware scheduling methods.

Figure 3 (bottom left) shows measured total runtimes for executing the FEM
simulation tasks according to the determined schedules depending on the number
of tasks using all compute nodes of Table 2. The results confirm the improve-
ments achieved with the contention aware cost model. Especially, if the number
of tasks approaches the number of utilized cores (i. e., 92), both scheduling meth-
ods (i. e., TaskP-RC and WLS-RC) lead to a significant reduction of the total
runtimes. In general, the results with the resource contention aware cost model
show a more steady and less abrupt increase when the number of tasks is in-
creased. Figure 3 (bottom right) shows the parallel speedups for executing 100
FEM simulation tasks according to the determined schedules depending on the
number of utilized cores. Up to about 52 cores, there are only small differences
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Fig. 3. Top: Measured total runtimes of hdWrite tasks (left) and memWrite tasks
(right) depending on the number of tasks using all compute nodes ws1 and ws2. Bottom:
Measured total runtimes of FEM simulation tasks depending on the number of tasks
using all compute nodes of Table 2 (left) and parallel speedups for the execution of 100
FEM simulation tasks depending on the number of cores (right).

between all scheduling methods. However, when all compute nodes are used, the
resource contention aware cost model prevents a decrease of the speedup.

7 Conclusions

In this article, we investigated the effects of resource contention for the execution
of multiprocessor tasks on heterogeneous platforms. The development of a con-
tention aware cost model based on a task- and hardware-depending contention
factor was described. The proposed cost model was used for the prediction of
executions times of multiprocessor tasks and the integration into two existing
scheduling methods was described. Measurements with benchmark tasks with
hard disk and main memory accesses demonstrated that for both scheduling
methods, a reduction of the total task runtimes could be achieved. Further
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results with FEM simulation tasks confirmed the performance improvements,
especially due to a better utilization of hardware with high contention effects.
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